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Major Automotive Parts Manufacturer Chooses
Generator Associates to Solve their Power Supply
Problem
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A major automotive parts manufacturer in the UK, has taken delivery of two
1100Kva diesel generators to power their extensive new production facility.
July 2006
Generator Associates, the specialists in generator hire, sales, supply and leasing, have just delivered two 1100Kva
diesel generators to provide 2.2mw of power for a new production plant in the UK.

The generator system included

control panels, switching, fuel tanks and a complete maintenance package for the years to come. Generator Associates
also arranged delivery of fuel to power the new generators, and took on entire project management for these highly
satisfied clients. The large automotive parts manufacturer took advantage of the leasing services offered by Generator
Associates, meaning they received an exceptional power supply solution at a low fixed monthly rental.
The client required a bespoke generator solution because their national mains electricity network provider were unable
to upgrade power supply needed for their new production facility, without the massive cost of building a new electricity
substation and laying high capacity cables.

Generator Associates sales and leasing options provided the excellent

alternative of a diesel generator system, which would provide all the primary electricity required to completely power
the new facility to the exclusion on the mains supply.
The clients choose Generator Associates because of their reputation for quality supply and sales, rapid response and
technical expertise.

Project Manager for the manufacturing firm said, “Generator Associates have been efficient and

quick to respond from the start. They responded within 2 hours of our initial enquiry and provided their first quotation
within 24 hours. Not to mention their site visit within the first 48 hours.

No one else responded as quickly and

comprehensively as Roger and the team at Generator Associates. We felt like their priority and they took on our power
supply problems as their own. My life was made easy as they gave expert technical guidance, excellent costings and
importantly friendly advice. Their generator and UPS leasing option is a real benefit.” The clients senior Production
Manager praised Generator Associates saying “they have done all that they promised they would do – everything. Their
team were even on site the night before installation, talk about being on time. What more could we want”.
Generator Associates provided new generators, fueling, and project management for this client, who were delighted
with the professional and personal service provided. Another generator system provided on site, on time, on cost – As
always. Whether it is a diesel generator hire, sales or rental you require, Generator Associates provide a range of new
and used generators to exceed your expectations.
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Notes to Editors
Generator Associates Ltd are the fastest growing auxiliary power generation company in the UK, with over 20 years experience in all
aspects of backup power generation and finance. They supply a range of generators from 1kw to 3000kva, and offer leasing packages
to take the sting out of the tail of Capital Expenditure, spreading the financial outlay over an extended period, to generate a low fixed
monthly rental. To ensure clients requirements are fully met, they advise, supply, finance, and maintain a wide range of generators
and UPS from the worlds leading manufacturers including SDMO and Pramac.

